COMMITTEE: Faculty Senate Service-Learning Committee

MEETING DATE: 11-13-2018

PERSON PRESIDING: Almitra Medina

REGULAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: Craig Becker, Patricia Clark, Courtney Corvin, Marion Eppler

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: NA

OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE: NA

Agenda Item: PSCY 4250 Advanced Seminar: Humans and Dogs though the lens of developmental psychology SL* Designation

Action Taken: approved

ACTIONS OF MEETING

Agenda Item: Review of Rubric for SL Course Application

Discussion: items discussed to see if appropriate
  - Added need to include contact hours in syllabus
  - Now includes 9 items
  - Discussion about scoring, 0, 1 or 2 – why is there a partial score given

Agenda Item: SL Course Designation Process

Discussion: Adjustments to SL Designation process review process to include changes of subcommittee's designation by chair

Action Taken: Adjusted review form

Agenda Item: SLC Goals for 2018-19

Discussion: about getting a certificate for completing a specific # of hours and this was not possible
Led to believe SL not used with Curriculog
Discussed other possible goals